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SDSU Sheep Research
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From the Dean and Director ...

Field Day Season Again
a lot of planning and coordinating by our Agricultural Experiment Station and our Cooperative
Extens'ion Service personnel to
schedule and conduct the field days
held throughout the ·s tate each year.
The result is well worth the effort,
however, because it gives persons
interested in South Dakota ·a griculture a first hand _o pportunity to learn
about and view latest results ·of research on crops, livestock and
other subjects. After all, the new information we obtain year after year
is not much use unless we get it out
to people who can use it. The series
of field days is but one method we
use to distribute our research information. In a way, field days are
unique. because they permit a twoway interchange between producer
and researcher during question and
answer periods.
The 1973 series of field days so
far scheduled-beginning in June
and continuing into December_:_
cover a wide variety of subjects. Additionally, visitors will be hearing
about the aims and objectives of
some of our newest research projects.
IT TAKES

Major 1973 Field Days

This list and the accompanying
map will help you decide which of
the field days you will want to .attend:
June 21-Sheep Field Day at
SDSU, Brookings. This is the
first field day for sheep producers to be held in several
years.
June 21-Soil and Water Research
Field Day, Madison.
July 20 - James Valley ·Research
and Extension Center Field
Day, east of Redfield. In addition, tours will be conducted
upon request during the season.
August 3-Antelope Range Field
Station Field D ay, 13 miles
southeast of Buffalo in Har~ing
County. This is the first field
day since 1969 and will feature
crossbreeding, cow size
changes during the past 20
years, crossing lines within a
breed, ewe and lamb studies
and weaning systems, and discussions of a new project involving H erefords and ·Simmentals.
August 20-Horticulture~Forestry
Visitors' Day, SDSU, at the
Horticultural field laboratory
east of Brookings.

September 6-Whetstone Valley
Crops and Soils Research Station field day, west of Milbank.
September 13-Agronomy Fiel<l
Day, SDSU, Brookings.
September 21-Southeast South
Dakota Experiment Farm Field
D ay, west of Beresford.
October 25-Poultry Field Day,.
SDSU, Brookings.
November 2-Beef Field Day,
SDSU, Brookings.
November 15-Swine Field Day,
SDSU, Brookings.
D ecember 17, 18 and 19_:_Range
Beef Cow Symposium, Rapid
City.
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Helpful SDSU Publications
Want to make the outdoors more
interesting this spring and summer?
What are your plans for using fertilizer this year and next?
Got any elm trees you'd hate to
lose to disease?
If greenbugs app ear, do you know
how to battle them?
If any of these items catch your
interest you might want to check
South D akota State University publications dealing with these subjects.
Four of these publications are brand
new . .

publication provides information about
soils and fertilizers and describes the
how, why, when and where of sampling. Single copies available free from
county Extension offices or Bulletin
Room, SDSU.
Dutch Elm Disease
(Fact Sheet 580)
Dutch elm disease has spread considerably in South Dakota since the first
confirmed infection in 1967. The situation as it affects South Dakota, a discussion of symptoms and other information
(including two full color pictures) are
included in this 4-page fact sheet. Single
copies available free from county Extension offices or the Bulletin Room,
SDSU.

Plants of South Dakota Grasslands
-a Photographic Study
(Bulletin 566)
A recommended way to make the outdoors more interesting is to use this
Agricultural Experiment Station publication to learn about plants you'_re likely
to see throughout the Middle West and
even beyond. Descriptions, uses, lore,
and full-color pictures of more than 150
plants as well as a discussion of grasslands included. 164 pages. Charge of
$3.00 each includes postage and handling. Send orders to: Editorial Office,
Section FJS, South Dakota State University, Brookings, S.D. 57006.

•

Greenbugs on Sorghum
(Fact Sheet 587)
and
Greenbugs on Small Grain
. (Fact Sheet 588)
Greenbugs are one of the two ·m ost important aphids on small grain in South
Dakota and since 1968 sorghum growers
have also encountered them in damaging infestations. These fact sheets,
which include full color illustrations,
contain background information and
what the grower can do to combat these
damaging pests. A couple of other almost look-alike aphids are also discussed. Single copies of the 4-page fact
sheets may he obtained free from county
Extension offices or the Bulletin Room
at SDSU.

Soils and Fertil.izer Guide-1973
(Extension Circular 691)
South Dakota State University offers
farmers two tools to use in evaluating
the fertility status of their soils: soil
testing and plant analysis. This 60-page

Duane Acker,
Dea n , College of Agriculture and Biological
Sciences ; Director of Extension ; and D irector, Agricultural Experiment Station
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A. L. Musson,
A ssociate Director, Agricu ltural Experiment
Station.
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Serving the people of South D akota through
Teaching, Research, Extension

by: Frank J. Shideler, Editorial Ofouth Dakota State University , Brookings, S. D ., 57006.

A Report of Progress

3

Publi shed quarterl y b y th e Agricultural
Ex pe rim e nt Sta tion , So uth Dakota State
U nive rsity, Brookings, So uth D akota. This
publicatio n will be se nt free to a n y resident
of South D akota in respo n se to a writte n re qu est.
T o simplify termin ology , trad e names of
p roducts o r equipm e nt a re so m etim es used.
o L·1d o rse me nts of ~pecific produ cts or
equipme nt nam ed i~ inte nded , nor is criticism im p lied o f th ose not m entioned.
Materia l ap pea ring in thi s publicatio n may
be reprinted p rov id ed th e m eaning is not
cha nged a nd credit is g iven th e auth or and
the South D ak ota Ag ricultural Experiment
Station.
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Science x Computer Crosses
A

was one of the cutest IBM com-

NEW type of South Dakota range
cow may b e just what you're looking
for, be you feeder, packer, retailer,
or-now hear this!-the consumer.
Sired by . science and born of . a
computer, this leaner~faster gaining
larger and younger b eef is a crossbred animal that results from hybrid
vigor ( heterosis ) and the combination of desirable traits from more
than one breed of cattle.
"While all of the industry' shares
in advantages of combining the
good traits of more than one breed,
the cow-calf man gets the larger
b enefit of heterosis ," according to
C. A. "Chris" Dinkel, South Dakota
State University animal scientist. "A
cross breeding system using cross:
bred cows, as compared to . a
straightbred system, should result
in approximately 25 percent more
pounds of calf wean ed per cow exposed."
What is especially new is that
now there's a way by which a producer can look before he makes the
financial and management leap to
go into a crossbreeding oper~tion
which embraces pitfalls as well as
advantages.

puters around."

Crossbreeding Comes of Age

Could Mean
Better Beef

rr

and your grandmother, she

"Crossbreeding has come of age
for beef cattle as it did some years
ago for swin e," Dr. Dinkel told visitors at the Siou·x land b eef cow day
in Sioux City, Iowa recently. "Research has provided a wealth of information about crossbreeding b eef
cattle but it has been difficult to put
into practical use by an individual
producer becau.se of th e time and
expens~ required."
Now it's done by a computer program developed at the SDSU Agricultural Experiment Station tailored
to fit the specific needs and situation
of an individual producer. The computer gives a previ ew or evaluation
of straightbreds and crossbreds using actual ranch cost situations, selling prices, and estimates of breed
performance under the particular
management system used by an individual rancher, th e animal scientist explained.
4

The feeder will find that this
"modern" beef will be in the feedlot
less time-gaining faster or more ef,ficiently-to help cut down some of
the costs, said Dr. Dinkel. This
beef animal would attract packers
and retaile rs b ecause of more saleable lean m eat.

•

Helps Consumer, Too

The consumer fits into the picture
b ecause the cattle industry from
calf to meat sales counter would be
involved .w ith production of an animal having less trimmed fat, he continued. "This results in a more desirable product for the consumer as
well as for the producer."
In cattle breeding, some traits the
industry seeks result from hybrid
vigor while other traits are highly
h eritable-that is, they are transmitted to offspring. Calf crop born and
calf crop weaned, for instance, are .
low in heritability but show up better through hybrid vigor while the
reverse generally holds for growth •.
rate and most carcass traits, he adds.
"Getting the ·proper cmix' in breeds ·
plus the h eterosis factor and, especially, tying it to facilities and management that the producer has available is the crux of the new computer
program," the SDSU scientist declared. Producers using the compu:ter program
out a crossbreeding
questionnaire, a computer input
sheet and a cost estimate sheet. A
charge of $5 is made to cover costs.

:fi.H

Must Feed Computer Well

It isn't th e computer itself but
what is put into it that counts, explains Dr. Dinkel in pointing out
that "you don't get something for
nothing." H e sees a need for an increase in the management level in
getting into a crossbreeding program because of higher producing,
larger animals. Feed supplies available, particularly at certain times of
the year, b ecome important and p erhaps more so in range areas than in
Corn Belt areas .
The computer program takes
calves from w eaning to 700 pounds •
)
in a backgrounding phase and then
IV
into a 140-day fe edlot phase.o

,.,

Improving a $23 million industry ...

• Sheep Research at SDSU
By
A. L. Slyter, assistant professor,
Animal Science Department,
Agricultural Experiment Station.

S
ourn Dakota ranks first in total
sheep nu.m bers among the 13 states

•

•

A sheep field day will be held at
South Dakota State University on
Thursday, June 21. This first special
event in several years for the South
Dakota sheep industry will include
discussions of new developments as
well as reports on latest research at
SDSU as discussed in the accompanyarticle.

of the North Central research region
and accounts for nearly 21% of the
total sheep in that area. The 1970
cash income from sheep, lamb and
wool in South Dakota amounted to
more the $23 million. This emphasizes the importance of maintaining
the viable sheep research program
currently underway by the Agricultural Experiment Station at South
Dakota State University.
SDSU sheep investigations include the use af a relatively new
breed of sheep in the United States
that offers the possible potential for
increasing lamb production of domestic breeds. Finnish Landrace is
the new breed and is called Finnsheep or Finn for short. Finnsheep
originated in Finland and produce
up to five or more lambs per ewe at
one lambing. This phase of SDSU
sheep research concerns the use of
Finn crossbred ewes.
Preliminary results comparing the
1972 lam bing performance of a
small group of one-half finn ewes
to Suffolk crossbred ewes are summarized in Table. 1. All the ewes in
this study were bred to lamb at 12
months of age. Lambs were dropped
in March and were all sired by the
same Suffolk ram. These data indicate a higher percent lamb crop and
more pounds of lamb sold per ewe,
5

The Agricultural Experiment Station
used Finn crossbred ewes and Suffolk
ewes such as these in one phase of research.

More lambs per lambing is sought by
use of Finn crossbred ewes.
Suffolk ewes that provide the check
or comparison for evaluation of the research.

although individual lamb weights
may be lighter for lambs from the
Finn cross ewes. However, previous
research indicates that lambs sired
by a Finn ram compared to those
sired by a Suffolk ram made comparable gains up to 75 pounds of
weight. Additional information is
ne cl d to characterize more fully
the effec.t of this br ed on both lambing performapce and gain.
Improving Lamb Crop Percent

Assuming little, if any, decrease
in growth rate up to 90 to 100
pounds, an improvement in the percent lamb crop would mean addi.::
tional pounds of lamb to market per
ewe in the flock. In addition, since
Finnsheep have a smaller mature
weight, this should mean a decrease
in ewe maintenance costs. This savings may be offset in part, however,
by the lower volume of wool production from Finn cross ewes. Birth
weight of Finn cross lambs was lower than their counterparts, although
early postnatal mortality was not
higher. The use of Finn or Finn
cross rams would therefore appear
of importance when mating ewes to
lamb at 12 months of age to reduce
possible lambing difficulties. All
births were scored from one ( no
difficulty) to four ( very difficult ) in
order to numerically rate lambing
difficulty. Births involving Finn
sired lambs out of 12 month old ewes
rated 0.65 lower. than Suffolk sired
lambs out of contemporary ewes. In
2-year-old ewes the advantage of
· fewer_ difficult births still favo red
the Finn sired lambs, although of
smaller magnitude.
Management Systems

Another project is aimed at evaluation of management systems to
grow out ewe lambs for breeding at
7 to 8 months of age. This would
mean an additional lamb crop from
each ewe over the traditional first
lambing at.approximately 24 months
of age. Targhee and Targhee x Suffolk ewe lambs are used in this
study. At birth they are allotted to
receive or not receive creep feed , a
mod rate or high energy ration from
weaning to 7 months of age and to
be bred at one of two ages, 7 or 19
months. Lifetime production rec-

Table 1. Production performance of Finnsheep crossbred ewes
One-half Three-fourths
Finnsheep
Suffolk

Breed of ewe

Number ewes exposed (34 days) __________________________________________ _ 20
Number ewes lambing _______________________________________________________ _ 13
Percent ewes lambing _________________________________________________________ _ 65 .
Number lambs born __________________________________________ --- _________ _ 18
Lambing percent-ewes exposed basis ____________ _______________ _ 90
Lambing percent-ewes lambing basis __________________________ _ 138
Average lam.b · birth weight (lbs.) _,________________________________ _ 6.6
Average lamb weight, 6-12-72 _______ ---------------------------------------- ---- 28.4
Average lamb weight, 9-18-72 _______________________ ----------~ __________ _ 72.6
L ambing percent weaned-ewes exposed basis _______ _____________ _ 70
Lambing percent weaned-ewes lambing basis _____ _____________ _ 108
Pounds of lamb sold per ewe exposed ____________________________________ _ 47.2

Large framed Targhee market lambs
weighing 100 pounds (left) and 150
pounds (right). With proper manage-

24
16
67

18
75
113
9.1
35.4

81.6

46
69
375

ment it is possible to produce heavier
market weight lambs with only small
increase in outside carcass fat thickness.

Table 2. Effect of breed of sire, level of p~tweaning nut!rition and type of birth
__ __ (single ~s. twin) on lambing performance, at 12 months of age*
Number ewes
exposed

Stra ig htbred ( T x T)t
30
C rossbred ( S x T) · _ _ __ _ 41
Le vel nutrition postwea ning
High _
35
Moderate __ _ ·---··· __ _____ 36
Sin g le born dams
41
Twin born dams
30
Tota l a ll groups
71
'Limbing pcrfo rm .rnce , 1972.
I Targhee \ ire x T .1rgh ee darn .
: u mber~ in p,1re n the~ i~ are perce n tage~.
§Su ffo lk ~ire x Ta rghee dam.
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Number ewes
lambing

13(43) :t

29 (70)
23 ( 66)
19 (53)

Lambing
percent/ ewe
exposed

Lambing
percent/ ewe
lambing

50
85

115
120

83

126
111

22 (54)

58
63

118

20 ( 67)
42 (59)

80
70

120
119

•

•

•

ords are to be maintained on these
ewes which will allow analysis
of these various treatments on
total lifetime performance. In
addition, . ·it is hoped that various types of selection programs for
replacement ewes can be developed
from these data based on the
reproductive performance of the
various groups involved in this
study. ( For example, researchers
now surmise that selection of twin
ewe lambs that breed at 7 months
wilf provide the best producers.
Data being obtained should help determine if these contentions are correct.)
Preliminary results ( Table 2) on
the fi-r st group .of these ewes show
that 59% of the-ewes exposed at 7 to
8 months of age lambed with a lamb
crop of 119% per ewe lambing or a
70%lamb crop per ewe exposed in a
34-day breeding season. More crossbred ewes than straightbred ewes
lambed and more of those ewes on.
the high postweaning ration lambed
than those on the moderate level. A
higher percentage of those dams
born as twins lambed as opposed to
the single born ·dams.
These preliminary results involve
only a small number of ewes and
therefore final conclusions must be
withheld pending additional data.
Early Weaning Studies

Three weaning systems are being
studied to evaluate the feasibility of
weaning range lambs at 60 to 80

Table 3. Effect of management systems on performance and carcass traits
for growing and finishing spring lambs*
Treatment

Drylot

Number of lambs -------------------------------Initial weight, 5-21-71, lb. __________________
Final weight 8-23-71, lb.t _______________
Total gain, lb. -----------------------------------Average daily gain, lb. _______ _____________
Carcass · weight, lb. _________________ ___________
Dressing percent ______________________ ________
Quality gradet ------------------ ·------ __________
Leg conformationt ______ _____ __ ___________ ____
Yield grade§ _______________________________________
Number of deaths ____________________________

42
55.4
86.8
31.3
0.34
41.2
46,7
8.7
9.3
3.2
1

Sudan
Native
sorghum pasture range pasture

38
51.8
100.1
48.3
0.53
43.6
43.1
8.6
9.5
3.1

2

39
54.2

94.7
40.5
0.45
41.2
43.1

7.7
8.9
· 2.8
3

* All a re wether lambs.
j·Final weights were taken with la mbs off feeJ and water 2 to 4 hours in all groups except the
drylot which were off feed and water overnigh t.
tLow good=?, average good=8, high good=9 .
§ Yield grades I to 6 calculated on the basis of the federal grader's estimate of leg conformation,
fat thickneiss and percent kidney. Yield grade 1, most desirable.
·

days of age. Early weaning with finishing in drylot or on temporary sorghum sudan pastures provides the
operator alternative management
procedures. Some advantages for
early weaning are increased ewe
flock numbers and / or less grazing
pressure, better range management,
less carcass damage from needlegrass and better feed effic.iency of a
younger lamb in the drylot.
Results of the first year's data are
summarized in Table 3. Little difference was found in carcass weight
between management systems with
a slight advantage in carcass quality
grade for the drylot and sorghum
sudan groups. Although the second

•
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year's data have not been fully summarized, considerable carcass damage from needlegrass was noted at
slaughter in the lambs on native pasture.
Heavier Marketing Weights

Another study is investigatin·g the
feasibility of marketing lambs at 150
pounds rather than at the usual 90
to 110 pound weights. This would

Targhe and Suffolk x Targhee crossbred lambs on a high energy development ration consisting of 60% corn and
40% hay, sef fed. Haf of these ewe lambs
will be bred at 7 months and the other
half at 19 months.

mean an additional 50% marketable
product with little increase in production and slaughter costs other
than additional feed costs to reach
the heavier weight. Slaughter plant
returns are at least in part determined by total tonnage and this system
would aid in providing the lamb
kills additional product. Also, feed-

Bum

ing part of our traditional seasonal
lamb crop to a heavier weight would
provide a more constant lamb supply to the slaughter plants. Preliminary Agricultural Experiment Station results indicate good gains
with somewhat decreased feed efficiency as body weight increased.D

•

Lambs Return $10 Each----for saving many of the lambs that normally dfe from starvation with a minimum amount of labor and equipment.
The feeder shown in the photograph
was made from ·a galvanized straightsided bucket. Commercially available
nipples were fitted into holes cut into the
top of the bucket. A plastic tube leads
from the nipples on the inside of 1lhe
bucket down into the commercial special
milk replacer lamb formula. It is important to anchor the bucket so the lambs
will not push it over. In this one, rightangled metal clips were wdded to the
bucket bottom and then nailed to ·a
suitable anchor.

Bum lam~s have been successfully
raised at the Agricultural Experiment
Station on cold, self-fed, artificial milk
replacer. Thirty-one of the 42 lambs
started on ~he 'm ilk dispenser in 1972
survived to be ,w eaned . . , .
These lambs ·weighed 28.4 pounds at
weaning at an average age of 44 days.
Average consumption was 15.28 pounds
of replacer per lamb. Creep feed was
provided pre-weaning and the lambs
were finished on either a drylot or pasture diet.
Estimated returns to labor, management and capital was in excess of $10
per lamb. This system offers a potential

8
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• An Attitudinal Study .of Vocational and Residential Changes
By
Howard A. Gilbert,
associate professor, Economics Department.

THE

•

number of South Dakota
farms decreases by about 1,000 each
year. This is viewed as alarming by
some persons; as a normal adjustment by others. A farm family economically unable to continue farming
is stereotypically considered to be a
tragedy.
What are the actual problems related to vocational adjustment and /
or residential changes for farmers
and ex-farmers?
In an effort to evaluate current
public policy related to agriculturally related migration, 91 South Dakota past or present farmers or ranchers were interviewed concerning
their vocational and residential experience. In addition, they discussed their comparisons of farm with
non-farm employment and rural
with urban residence.

Their attitudes toward farming
emphasized more economic risk
than non-farm employment but
equal or superior income opportunities in farming. Though farming
was considered no less prestigious,
prestige was generally considered to
be an irrelevant criterion of comparison. Leisure also generally failed to differentiate between the two
types of employment.
The rural home was considered a
superior place to raise children and
a setting for lower family living
costs. The rural residence, as such,
was considered neither more nor less
convenient than the urban counterpart. Rather, the relative convenience of the residence location was
strongly a function of how close it
was to the primary employment of
the head of the household.
9

Certain interrelationships of evaluations of the farm vocation and/or
rural home were also noted. A majority of respondents identified child
raising advantages of the rural home
in conjunction with the low cost of
family living there. Those noting
these cost advantages were also
more likely to emphasize the superior income opportunities offered by
farming. Consideration of this income potential was commonly accompanied by an estimate of high
economic risks in farming.
Practicality vs. Necessity
Respondents tended to couple
their awareness of the risk disadvantages of farming with the living cost
advantages of rural living. Further,
a majority of all respondents considered both farming more risky and

the farm a superior place to raise
children. Both these combinations
of answers suggest the farming-rural
living choice may be a compromise
of income security for the sake of
other things, e.g., advantages relating to living costs and / or child raising.
Those who left farming as a vocation were as likely to do so because
of economic practicality or other
voluntary reasons as they were because of uncontrollable factors.
Most of those who felt they left
farming involuntarily did so because of non-economic factors,
such as health or land availability. Movements into and
out of farming were equally
satisfactory ( 1) on the basis of fulfillment of expected benefits in general, and ( 2) on the basis of actual
income changes relative to expecte_d
income changes.
· ·
Some Farming Re-entry, Too

Gross exit from agriculture is
much larger than the n et decline in
farmer numbers. Entry and re-entry
into the industry negates much of
the adjustment the exit alone would
produce.
Respondents who are denied the
opportunity to choose whether or
not to farm are not typically farm
families forced unwillingly from
farming by economic necessity as
the common stereotype would suggest. Rather, considerably more
prominent frustration was noted on
the part of full-time farmers who believe they have no vocational alternatives and cannot leave farming.
Respondents unable to leave farming were more common than farmP-rs unable to avoid leaving farming.
Farmers in general were less likely to plan vocational changes than
ex-farmers. Similarly, dissatisfied
farmers were not planning vocational changes as commonly as the dissatisfied ex-farmers. The dissatisfied
farmers' relative lack of plans to
change vocations may indicate some
barrier to their doing so.
Both full- and part-time farmers
are held in fanning much more commonly by living and working conditions than any other group of factors. .

Of the factors retaining farmers
in farming, training and experience
comprised the only category which
proved much more important for the
full-time than part-time farmers. If
training and experience retained
farmers in farming, it may have b~en
a rigidly limitational factor for fulltime farmers though it would rarely
have been so for multi-vocational,
part-time farmers.
Of the factors which had very
different retention influences on
these two farmer groups, only security was more binding for the parttime farmers. Farmers seeking security frequently undertook only a
partial exit from full-time farming.
Respondents seeking higher income
rather than security more fr~quently
sought it with a complete shift ·either
into or out of farming.
Vocational Satisfaction Factors_

V 6cational satisfaction logically
followed a change of jobs which resulted in an increase in income.
However, satisfaction more dependably resulted from vocational
changes in which income expectations were exceeded, regardless of
what was expected, than those in
which the income specifically increased.
Full-time farmers and ex-farmers
were generally more satisfied with
their vocat~ons than the part-time
farmers. The two former groups
were very similar in the frequency
with which income expectations
were fulfilled or P,Xceeded.
Part-time farmers were more likely to express indifference ( lack of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction ) with
· their current vocations and were
generally less satisfied. Compared to
full-time farmers and ex-farmers,
part-time farmers were less likely
to have gained income from vocational changes and less likely to
have received more income than expected from these changes.
Summary

In summary, considerable movement of respondents into and out
of farming resulted in comparable
vocational satisfaction to full-time
farmers and ex-farmers. These re10

spondents commonly sought improved incomes by the shift. Respondents less commonly found
vocational satisfaction by entering
part-time farming, particularly seeking security. Improved non-farm income opportunities for the part-time
farmers would increase their .satisfaction , would deter some further
entry into farming by part-time
farmers with limited chances of success, and would increase personal
benefits available through additional partial exits from farming. -

•

Vocational immobility as it relates
to farming holds farme~s in farming
because of a lack of viable alternatives, especially as determined by
training and experience. No evidence was found that involuntary
exit from farming is a greater problem than most labor adjustments.
In light of these conditions and
transitions, the following recommendations are offered:
1. Increase income opportunities
for part-time farmers by formulating legislation and policies to encourag': employers to:

a. locate where this labor is
available, and
b. allow more variable and
adaptable off-farm work opportunities, i.e., to adapt jobs
to needs of potential parttime employees.
2. Facilitate commuting fr o m
part-time farms by developing
and maintaining appropriate
commuter roads and parking
facilities considering condition,
location, and peak load capacities.

3. Increase vocational mobility of
farmers through designing extension-type and other programs to:
a. make available the types of
retraining that would create
desirable new employment
opportunities for full-time
farmers desiring to move, and
b. identify and promote clearly
to these farmers the availability and benefits of the retraining.O

•

Automatic controls for

•

Cold Air Hay Drying
By
Mylo A. Hellickson, assistant professor; Harvey
G. Young, associate professor; and Donell P.
Froehlich , g raduate research assistant, Agricul:ural Engineering Department, Agricultural Exp eriment Station.

Dakota farmers and ranchers produced more than 5.5 million tons of hay worth nearly $100
million in 1971. However, .harvesti_ng losses, approximately 21%, and
storage losses, approximately 7%, reduce the quantity and quality of hay
available· for livestock feed or sale.
This amounts to hundreds of thousands of dollars annually. High labor requirements associated with
many conventional haying systems·
are further reducing the efficiency
of haying operations.
Hay harvesting losses are largely
associated with leaf losses caused
by handling hay· that has been field
cured to a moisture content low
enough for safe storage. Harvesting
losses, especially the loss of nutrients, are greater if adverse weather
conditions coincide with the field
curing time. Prematurely introducing the hay into storage at too high
. a moisture content increases storage
losses as high moisture coptents accelerate respiration which results in
increasing hay temperature. Spoilage and loss of nutrients are excessive at temperatures over 100 degrees F . and it is also possible for
tP-mperatures to become high
enough to support combustion and
result in potential fire losses.
SOUTH

•

Drying for Reducing Losses

•

Mechanical drying of hay using
unheated air is one means of reduc,..
ing harvesting losses. The hay is
handled in the field at a higher
moisture content, which reduces
leaf losses and lessens the chances
for and the effect of adverse weather
conditions. Mechanical drying also
allows hay storage at a moisture content less conducive to storage losses.
Most mechanical hay drying systems are now designed to contin-

uously provide a predetermined
supply of air. These systems depend
on manual operation of the fan controls when weather conditions are
unsuitable for drying and when the
hay has reached the desired moisture contenf. This type of control
is often unreliable. Perhaps the drying operation is on when it should
be turned off or it is off when it
should b e on. Too often it is permitted to operate too long, resulting
in hay too dry and less desirable for
livestock consumption.
A system for automatic control
of mechanical hay drying with unheated air would help solve some
of these problems. What's more, it
might require less electrical energy.
SDSU agricultural engineers d ecided to attempt to design such a
hay drying system based on automation of electrical controls.
Th ree Experi mental System s

Three systems for controlling fan
operation for unheated hay drying
were studied in 6-foot by 6-foot by
8-foot high experimental drying
units. All systems provided air at
the rate of 550 cubic feet per minute
or 15 cubic feet per minute
per square foot of drying unit crosssection.
The following control systems
were studied:
System One-Continuous air flow
to represent the type of control currently employed.
System Two- Time clock control
allowing air flow from 8:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m. or air flow when climatic
conditions are usually most conducive to drying.
System Three-Cooling thermostat control with a remote sensing
element located near the center of
the hay mass. This system was selected to limit heating of the hay by
respiration by initiating fan operation when hay temperature increased and possibly to provide automatic shut-off of the system at a certain
moisture content, since respir_ation
11

rate and moisture content are related.
Observations were made of moisture content, climatic conditions and
hay temperatures during two tests
in the summer of 1972. For Test One
the alfalfa hay was mowed, raked·
and allowed to field cure to approximately 40% moisture content before
it was placed in the experimental
driers. For Test Two similar procedures were followed except that after
the hay had reached approximately
40% moisture content it was chopped
with a flail chopper and then it was
placed in the experimental driers.
The cooling thermostat was set at
100 degrees F. during Test O ne and
at 80 d egrees F. during Test Two.
( continued next page )
Hay drying research at the Agricultural Experiment Station is being done
by (left to right) Donell P. Froehlich,
graduate student from Hartford, S.D.;
Mylo A. Hellickson, assistant professor,
and Harvey G. Young, associate professor, all of the Agricultural Engineering Department.
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Savings in Electricity

Similar drying curves, Figure 1,
were noted for the long hay dried
with the continuous air flow system
and the system providing air from
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. A sizeable
electrical energy savings was noted
for the time clock controlled system.
The cooling thermostat control system dried hay much slower because
hay temperature consistently remained blow the 100 degree F. temperature setting. Observations of the
hay mass temperature indicated a
thermostat setting of 80 degrees F.
would provide better control than
the 100 degrees F. setting.
Drying rates for the three systems
for T est Two, are shown in Figure
2. Similar drying rates are illustrated
for hay dried using each of the three
control systems. Figure 3 indicates
that the most efficient drying -system in terms of hours required to
dry hay to a given moisture content
was the one employing the cooling
thermostat. The time clock contro1
system was the second most ~fficient.
These preliminary studies indicate that a time clock control system
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operating 12 hours per day will dry
hay as rapidly as a continuous air
flow system and at a sizeable savings
in cost of electrical energy. A cooling thermostat will provide control
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· Figure 1. Drying rate of lo~g hay as affected by air flow control, cooling
thermostat set at 100 degrees F.
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Figure 2. Drying rate of chopped hay as affected by air flow control, cooling
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Froehlich and Young discuss some of
the construction details of the galvanized .
metal 6x6x8-foot experimental size hay
dryer. This size has a capacity of about
one ton. In actual use the dryer capacity
would be considerably larger.

•

that will allow further savings in
electrical energy and will prevent
excessive heati11g of the hay.
Further research is planned to
evaluate these findings on larger
hay quantities, evaluate additional
control systems and adapt the hay
harvesting and drying operation to
hay handling systems with reduced
labor requirements. This research
will be sponsored in part by a sec~
ond research grant from the Sioux
Valley Empire Electric Association,
Colman, South Dakota.O
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Figure 3. Hours required to dry chopped hay as affected by air flow control,
cooling thermostat set at 80 degrees F .
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The hay dryer was moved from SDSU
laboratory to Colman for display at the
annual meeting of the Sioux Valley Empire Association, which is cooperating
in the research.

The cooling thermometer bulb, fan
and fan motor and other electrical circuitry used for the experimental hay
dryer.
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Freight
Car
Supply
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A South Dakota Transportation Problem
long distance trans~
portation is vital to the South Dakota economy because most agricultural production is shipped out of
state, while most farm supplies are
shipped into the state from distanl
manufacturing or production areas.
However, farmers and agri-business
firms in South Dakota and other
states periodically suffer from problems caused by inadequate transportation services. For example, the
findings of a recent Iowa study indicated that country elevators in that
state lost over $2.3 million in 1969
because of substandard rail service
and lack of railroad equipment.
A previous article in this series
discussed the abandonment of 412
miles of South Dakota railroad track
since 1967, and suggested alternatives for firms on abandoned lines
( See South Dakota Farm & Home
Research, Vol. XXIII, No. 3, Fall
1972 ) . One reason given for abandonment is that it permits railroad
companies to better serve large-volume customers in terms of faster,
more reliable service. The present
article reviews freight car service
problems and discusses some proposals for improving car supply.
Problems associated with car service, and esp ecially freight-car supply, date back to the origins of the
Interstate Commerce Commission
(ICC ) . The first docket before the

DEPENDABLE

By
Frederick Lorenz, former gra<luate stu<l ent ;
William Payne and Richard Rudel, assista nt
orofessors, Economics Department, Agricultural
Experiment Station.

This is the second of a series of articles on transportation problems in
South Dakota to appear in South Dakota Farm & Hom e R esearch. The
first article dis:ussed railroad abandonment.
In South Dakota, truck shipment is
the major alternative to railroads for
moving farm products and input supplies. A future issue of this publication will contain the third article in
this series which deals with some of
the regulations and problems associated with the South Dakota trucking
industry.
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ICC in 1887 was a petition from a
group of North Dakota farmers protesting the freight car shortages.
They couldn't move their wheat to •
Duluth for shipment.
In general, a shortage is said to
exist if, at a certain point and at a
certain time, there is no freigµt car
where one is being demanded. This
may be caused by ( 1) an absolute
shortage in the number of cars available, or ( 2) a misallocation of the
available car supply. Because freight
cars are not standardized, an_d because the intensity with which they
are used is not constant, determining the number of cars required for
the railroad system is difficult.
Tot.al Ton·nage Decline

There are many factors determining a railroad's capacity for moving
freight. In the movement of grain,
and many farm inputs, general service boxcars and / or covered hopper
cars are used. In South Dakota, approximately 90% of rail shipments
move by boxcars, while the remaining 10% move by covered hopper
cars. Nationally, the quantity of
general service boxcars has declined from 637,829 cars in 1960 to .
372,016 in 1970, a change of 41.6%.
On the other hand, covered hopper
cars have increased 203.1% from
64,255 in 1960 to 130,544 in 1970.
The aggregate capacity pf the
general service boxcars has decreased from 31,516,371 tons in 1960
to 20,054,288 tons in 1970, while covered hopper cars have increased
from 4,450,432 tons in 1960 to
11,313,355 tons in 1970. Thus the
aggregate capacity of all cars used
by grain marketers and farm supply
distributors has changed from
35,966,803 tons inl960 to 31,367,583
tons in 1970, a decline of 14.7%.
Tank cars are generally used for
moving some farm supplies such as
liquid fertilizers. These tank cars
have decreased in number from
5,824 in 1960 to 3,814 in 1970. During this time average capacity per
car increased 7.5 tons, but total capacity decreased from 296,181 tons
in 1960 to 222,663 tons in 1970, a
change of 24.8% ( 1).
While capacity has decreased, the
way cars are used has also changed.
Average freight train speed has increased from 19.5 miles per hour in

~

~

I)

1959 to 20.1 miles per hour in 1969.
Average daily car miles increased
. . from 45.7 miles per day on in-line
•
hauls service in 1960 to 54.6 miles
per day in 1970. Percentage of capacity utilized has increased from
80.1% in 1960 to 81.25% in 1970.
The time a car spends in trains has
increased from two hours and 20
minutes per day in 1960 to two hours
and 43 minutes per day in 1970. The
length of haul has increased from
an average of 442 miles in 1960 to
499 miles in 1970, but the ratio of
loaded to empty car mileage has
decreased from 1.59 in 1960 to 1.36
in 1970. Finally, freight cars out of
service while undergoing or waiting
repairs comprised only 4.9% of all
freight cars on Class I railroads in
1969, compared to 7.7% in 1959. ( 2)
Difficulties Pile Up

•

. The preceding paragraphs reflect
· the difficulty of measuring freight
car supply. In addition, the ship-.
ment of some agricultural commodities such as grain, further accentuate the supply problem by placing
intensive seas.onal demands upon
the railroad syste·m. During the harvest season, which begins in late
summer, grain is moved by farmers
in large aggregates to elevators.
Limited storage capacity at the elevator requires that much of the grain
be moved immediately to the first
destination terminals. If an adequate
number of cars is not available at
the elevator during harvest season,
a car shortage is said to exist. Such
shortages are a source of agitation
among shippers. As one spokesman
for the grain industry stated:
With respect to car supply, I submit
it is deplorable for the railroad industry to be as it is today-caught short
without an adequate supply of the
most essential tools of its trade and
something of which they can't be very
proud. This has to be as serious a
problem for railroads as it is for .shippers and it is a vital one. (3)

•

In addition to the seasonal nature
of grain shipments, the demand for
farm inputs also causes seasonal
strains on boxcar supply. For example, nationally and within South
Dakota, approximately 70% of the
fertilizers are applied in spring.
Since on-location storage is limited,

most deliveries to the demand areas
. must ·immediately precede applica-.
tion. This creates a bottleneck similar to, but in reverse direction of,
that created by grain in fall. Furthermore, the problem has been accentuated by the general trend away
from .bagged to dry bulk chemical
fertilizers and bulk blends. According to one fertilizer industry executive:
The seasonal problems of our industry are even more acute when dealing with blen.ders and impose greater
demands on the basic supplier and the
railroads. It is our experience that the
bulk blender seldom orders his material very far in advance of the season;
nor does his installation have adequate storage capacity. Yet, he demands that his requirements be served in such a manner which permits
him to take full advantage of his short
supply season. This increases storage
requirements of the basic supplier; including t~rminal facilities in marketing areas; and substantially increases
the seasonal demand placed on the
railroads. ( 4)
Problems at Elevators

To consider the problems experienced by South Dakota elevator
managers, 401 mail questionnaires
were sent in January, 1971. Among
the questions asked was, "What
transportation problems have you
experienced during the past year?"
Manager complaints were recorded
and divided into three categories:
( 1) substandard car conditions, ( 2)
car shortage complaints, and ( 3)
complaints concerning the train delivery and time schedules.

Of the 185 returned questionnaires
26% made specific reference to the
condition of the boxcars, 11% expressed dissatisfaction with the frequency of trains and general scheduling condition, while 47% made
negative comments concerning the
supply of boxcars. The comments
on returned questionnaires were often phrased as "lack of cars at rush
time" or "had a tough time getting
cars," and frequently just "car shortage." Statements regarding the substandard conditions of cars were of- ·
ten "inferior boxcars" or "damaged
boxcar not suitable for loading without maximum repairs." Occasionally
a statement would indiciate a willingness to pay higher rates if the
condition of the cars would improve
significantly.
Solutions Difficult

Solutions to the service problems
considered above are difficult to
ascertain. Present attempts to alleviate car shortages are directed at
increasing car utilization by improving the allocation of boxcars. Regulations concerning the allocation
of boxcars are set up by the American Association of Railroads, a voluntary organization, and the Interstate Commerce Commission, an
agency of the Federal Government.
The regulations include demurrage
charges, service rules, and per diem
rates.
Demurrage charges are assessments made to those who are reponsible for the loading or unloading of cars. After a stated period of
( concluded, next page)

South ·Dakota Beef Industry Profile
Producer, agribusiness, banker, educator, researcher, and man
on mainstreet now have "indicators" on the make-up of the
state's number one industry.

E

VER figure you might get some
better ideas of your own if you just
knew what the "other fellow" is-or
is not-doing?
Well, here's your chance if you are
a beef producer, a salesman for feed,
fertilizer or even lumber for feedlots, or a product manufacturer, or
an extension specialist or research
scientist striving to help improve the
state's number one industry.
There's a yard stick now available

Freight Car Supply (concl.)
time, if cars are not returned to the
line the user is charged from $10 to
$30 per day.
Service rules are rules requiring
that foreign cars ( cars owned by
other lines) be returned to their
owners within a reasonable period
of time. Thus far, these rules are
voluntary and to be effective should
be enforced by the ICC. Conflicting
rulings in the lower courts cast
doubt at this time on the ICC's authority to enforce these rules.
Per diem charges are rentals assessed by owning railroads for the
use of cars by using railroads. These
rentals range from $2.16 to $12.18
· per day, depending on the value of
the car. In addition, seasonal per
diems were instituted in June of
1970 to be effective from September
through February.
Alternatives Suggested

Because the above regulations
have not attained satisfactory results, alternatives have been suggested. A recent proposed solution
to the boxcar shortage problem argues for the use of a free market
car exchange system. This argument
is based on the assumption that inadequate per diem rates can result
in both a misallocation of cars and
a secular deficiency in the supply.
If per diem charges adequately re-

that provides a sort of profile o'n a
segment of South Dakota's beef industry. It gives an "average" look
at cattle feeding and cow-calf operations-and the operators. The "average" is based on 1971 surveys
developed by Extension specialists
at SDSU and sent out by county Extension agents to beef producers.
Surveys were completed on 2,250
cattle feeding operations and on
3,870 cow-calf operations.

fleet the cost of ownership of cars,
then they should result in a desirable investment in cars. If rates are·
lower than the cost of ownership,
the result will be that a line retains
another line's cars rather than invest
in new cars.
The Surface Transportation Act
of 1971 proposed a Revenue Financing Division of the Department of
Treasury which would aid transportation carriers "in acquiring, constructing, or maintaining facilities
and equipment." This bill would
authorize the Secretary of the Treasury either directly or through lending institutions "to purchase the obligations of and to make loans to
any common carrier in the transportation industry" up to an aggregate
amount of $5 billion. At this point,
the bill has not been passed, but it
does have the qualified support of
many shippers.
Moving of grain in smaller units
such as 3-car loads instead of 5 has
also been proposed as an alternative to help alleviat e car supply
problems. Supporters of this proposal maintain that this would decrease turn-around time and enable
users to avoid detention or demurrage penalities.
Buy or Lease Ca rs?

In addition , buying or leasing rail
cars may be an alternative for a
grain handler or farm input supplier
who feels he is handicapped in his
business by transportation prob16

These surveys have been combin- ·
ed into a "profile" that gives an
insight into South Dakota's beef industry. Danny G. Fox, fomer Extension beef nutritionist, before
leaving for a new position at Cornell
University in New York, provided
comments on some of the major conclusions based on the surveys.
"There are many conclusions that
can be made on the nature of South
Dakota's beef business from these
surveys,
Dr. Fox commented.
·'Some will be of interest and value
statewide, others can be used by
researchers and educators, while

lems. However, potential earnings
in the form of additional sales, reduced losses and increased customer satisfaction may be offset by the
additional time and expense necessary to manage the equipment.
Careful analysis of each firm's operation should p recede the d ecision t o
lease or buy rail car~.
In general, the movement of agri-·
cultural commodities and farm input supplies depends on the availability of transportation facilities.
If boxcar shortages and substandard equipment continue t o plague
shippers, a shift t o alternative carriers can. be expected. In South D akota, truck shipment is the major
alternative t o raHroads for moving
farm products and input supplies.
This subject will be discussed in a
future issue of South Dakota Farm
& Home R esearch.O
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still others will be of value to those
engaged in business relating to the
beef industry. And, the individual
producer may be interested in the
'average' operation to compare with
his own operati~n, as well as the
conclusions that can be drawn from
these results."
These comments by Dr. Fox are
followed bv more detailed answers
combined from the surveys:
Operators' age. A total of 65% of
Sout~ Dakota beef producers were
between the ages of 30 and 49 years
and on the average cattle feeders
had 18 years of experience feeding
cattle.
Feedlot capacity. Feedlot" capacity was· 216 head; and of feeders replying to the survey, more than 70%
feed some calves and nearly half of
them feed ·some heifers.
Produce own feed. The typical
feeder produces a high proportion
of the total feed fed, more than 95%
purchase commercial protein supplements. Apparently a high proportion use all urea or at least some
urea in their protein supplements,
about a third rely oo. a feed company to balance their rations but
more than half balance their rations
themselves. Once the ration is balanced, however, les·s than 6%weigh
out all ration ingredients and over
half of them estimate the weights of
all ingredients fed daily.
Switching to implants. Half of the
feeders were feeding DES ( at the
time of the survey, prior to the ban)
but only a small number were using
implants. This indicates that many
will switch to implants or will be
lookings for DES substitutes. More
than 40%feed antibiotics during the
starting period, only 24% use antibiotics throughout the feeding period.
Few keep records. Only 13% kept
separate records on their feeding
operation. The average feeder, however, estimated that his overall feed
cost per pound of gain was about 19
cents and his overhead cost of gain
was about 4.5 cents making a total
cost of gain about 23.5 cents per
pound of gain. Records of several
farmer feeders indicate that this cost
can be reduced about 10% or more
with top management.

High moisture corn. Only a small
proportion of the corn or sorghum
· grain is being stored at a high moisture level. Much could be gained
here by more feeders switching to
high moisture corn, particularly in
reducing field losses by earlier harvesting and elimination of drying
charges.
Feedlot design. More than 70% of
the feeders use lot bunks in all-dirt
lots, with only 22% having mounds
in the lots. About a third of them,
however, have paved areas around
feedbunks and waterers and most
have provision for some type of
windbreak, with over 65% having
shelterbelts. More attention should
be given to proper lot design and
making sure that cattle always have
a dry place ·to lie down close to feed
and water. Much of the poor performance and high cost of gains of
cattle can often be attributed to poor
lot conditions.
Cow herd at 90. Average size of
the cow herd was 90 cows and these
producers reported an average calf
crop of 90%from those cows exposed
to the bull. This calving percentage
appears to be quite good but it is.
not known what calving interval is
represented in this percentage.
$84.29 to produce calf. Average
cost to produce a calf was reported
to be $84.29. This figure probably
represents direct cost only, however,
as most studies show that total cow
costs are generally about 50% higher than this.
Many estimate rations. About
half of the cow-calf operators calculate their rations with about 9%
more being calculated by a feed
company. Forty percent of these operators, however, only estimate their
rations and judging from the combinations of feeds fed, some possible
increase in profits could be obtained
by more producers calculating their
rations. Apparently nearly half of
the cow herds receive some protein
supplement during the wintering
period with over 70% of them using
a commercial supplement. More
than half of them use an all natural
source of supplemental protein,
nearly all the rest using a mixture
of all natural protein and urea.
Calf crop strung out. Some 85%of
the cow-calf operators start breed17

ing in June or early July, indicating
a high proportion of the calves in
South Dakota are born from midMarch to mid-May. The calf crop
may be considerably more strung
out, however, as the average operator indicated that the bull was left
in 145 days. Only 10% use artificial
insemination but over 60% do some
cross breeding.
Records on cow herds. Only 17%
keep separate records for their cow
herds. It appears that more cattle
feeders and cow-calf operators ·
should consider keeping separate
records for the beef operation. Records provide a basis for determining
the profitability of the beef operation and what changes need to be
made to make it more profitable.
"Averaged" answers to the surveys:
CATTLE FEEDING
1. What is your age bracket? 20-2910%; 30-39-29%; 40-49-35%; 5059-14%; and over 60-12%,
2. What is your average feedlot capacity? 216 head.
How many cattle do you feed per
year? 72 raised and 252 purchased.
3. What type of feeding operation do
you have? 56% background and
55% finish cattle.
4. What type of cattle are fed? Some
yearlings-38%; some calves--71%;
some heifers-49%; some steers55%; bulls-5%,
5. How many acres do you harvest?
(of those that raise) corn-153; barley-78; grain sorghum-104; oats111; corn silage-77; sorghum silage
-51; haylage-81; hay-144.
6. What type of protein supplements
are used? commercial-95%; make
own-33%; none-21 %,
What is the source of protein in the
supplement? all natural-12%; natural urea-36%; all urea-69%,
Fed in what form? liquid-69%; dry
17%; pelleted-61 %,
7. How is the supplement fed? topdressed-30%; mixed in ration60%; self fed-10%,
8. How is your ration balanced? not
balanced-12°{ ; balance own52%; feed company-32%; Extension service-4%,
9. How is daily ration measured out?
all estimated - 53%; supplement
only weighed-24%; grain and supplemented weighed-17%; all ingredients weighed-6%,
( concluded, next page)

South Dakota Beef Industry Profile (concl.)
10. Feed additives and growth stimulants used? DES fed (1971)-50%;
DES implanted-14%; RAL-1 % ;
MGA-8% Rapigain-1%; Synovex S-1 % ; Synovex H-4%; high
antibiotics in starter ration-41%;
low level after starting-16%; low
level antibiotics throughout-24%,
11. What records are kept? Only 13%
keep separate records on feeding operation.
12. What are your estimated costs of
feeding cattle? feed costs/ pound
gain - 18.8 cents; non feed cost/
pound gain-4.5 cents.
13. How is the feed grain stored?
CORN: shelled-45%; ear--04% ;
high moisture-14%; BARLEY:
dry-99<'/o; high moisture-I%;
SORGHUM: dry-91 %; high moisture-12%,
Structure: p,~ygen limiting - 7%;
convention~! upright-;38%; bunker
16%; trench-'-12%; steel bin-55%,
14. Grain processing method used?
none-7%; rolled-28% ; ground65%,
15. What hay processing methods are
used ? none-39"/o; tub grinder-25%; hammermill-6%; chopper
-18%; other...:.__12% ,
16. What equipment is used for feed
distribution? mixer wagon-14%;
self unloading wagon-33% ; tractor scoop-38%; grapple fork33%; by hand-36% ; mechanical
bunk-13%,
17. What type of feedbunk do you use?
mechanical bunk-13% ; fenceline
bunk-27%; lot bunk-73%; self
feeder-15%,
18. What type of feedlot do you have?
open lot, no building-25%; open
lot with access to building-71 %;
inside feeding with outside lots10%; total confinement-less than
1%,
19. What feedlot facilities do you have?
· working pens and chutes-51 % ; cattle scales-IO%; mounds in lot22%; totally paved-7%; paved
around feeding and watering area
only-33% ; all dirt lot-60%; plank
fence-36%; cable fence-13%;
woven wire-41 % ; welded wire15%; barbed wire-21%; lot space
per head-211 square feet.

20. What type of windbreaks do you
have? none-7%; solid fence-32 % ;
slotted fence-22%; shelter belt65% ; other-13%,
21. What runoff control do you use?
none-81%; settling channel for
runoff debris-8% ; detention pond
-6%; diversion ditches-IO%,
22. What method do you use for handling feedlot wastes? none-5%;
stacking-14%; manure pack-7% ;
field spreading-91 %; storing and
hauling as liquid-less th~n 1%,
23. List the usual average percent death
loss: 2% ,
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COMMERCIAL COW-CALF

1. What is the average total nu'm ber of
calves weaned? 81.2.
2. List· the percent calf crop we~ned:
89.8%,
3. What is your estimated total cost to
produce a calf to weaning? $84.29.
4. What feeds do you use to winter
your cow herd? grazing corn stalk
fields-57%; prairie hay-67%; alfalfa hay-90%; winter range22% ; corn or sorghum silage-51%;
grain-II%; protein supplement49"/o,
5. What type of protein supplement
do you use? commercial-70%;
make own-8%,
What is. the source of protein? all
natural-54% ; natural and urea or
biur.et mixed-41 % ; all urea-5%,
6. How is the supplement fed? self fed
38%; hand fed-62%,
7. Who balances your ration?· estimated by you-40%; calculated by you
-51%; determined by a feed company-9% ,
8. Do you use special feeds from calving to breeding? special pasture20%; no special treatment-80%,
9. When do you start breeding? late
May-~% ; early June-25%; late
June-36%; early July-24%; other
--60/o,
10. How many days is the bull left in?

•

)15 dan

11. Do you use artificial insemination?
yes-IO%; no-90%,
12. Do you keep separate records for
your cow herd? yes-15 % ; feed
only-5% ; no-80%,
13. Do you crossbreed? yes-61 %; no39%,
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. Soil sampling

Soil Testing Calendar
While spring and fall are the two soil sampling seasons, there are also things to do at other times of the
year to keep your soils up-to-date, according to Bernie
Byrnes of the State Soil Testing Laboratory at South
Dakota State University. For instance, the farmer has
to give himself some "lead" time to plan for and obtain
needed fertilizers, especially if supplies are critical.
This calendar was formulated at the Agricultural
Experiment station as a guide:
.

January-February

Check around for a reputable dealer who can
supply the fertilizers you need at a competitive
price.
March-April.-May
Recommendations
Field Research

Take soil samples, if you didn't do it last fall,
and have them analyzed. Fields should be tested
every 2 or 3 years.
Arrange for proper amounts of fertilizer to be
applied or delivered by your fertilizer dealer. Remember, this is your dealer's busiest time of the
year. Leave an unfertilized test or check strip in
your fi eld so you can make your own calculations
on returns from fertilizer application.
June-July

Take plant samples from problem areas or
fields where fertility problems are suspected. In
addition to the soH testing service at SDSU, plant
sample analyses may also be requested. See your
county Extension agent for details and suggestions.
August-September
Laboratory analysis

Obtain yields on comparable fertilized and unfertilized areas in your field to determine the return
on your fertilizer dollar.
October-November

Get as much soil sampling done as possible
before freeze up and while problem areas needing
attention are still in mind. Application of fertilizers
in the fall has several advantages: good field conditions, less workload, and dealers sometimes offer
discounts.
Information and directions for obtaining and
sending in samples are available from your county
Extension agent, the State Soil Testing Lab at
SDSU, or your fertilizer dealer.

Laboratory analysis

•
Field Day Season Again

Sheep Field Day at Brookings kicks off .the
annual display of SDSU agricultural research.

Helpful SDSU Publications

SDSU bulletins, circulars, fact sheets provide
useful informatioo. Here are five for spring.

Science x Computer Crossbreds

New type range cow may be just the thing
for consumer, retailer, packer & feeder alike.

SDSU Sheep Research

The $23 million sheep, lamb, wool industry is
important to State. Here's a research review.

Vocational/Residential Changes

Problems related to vocational adjustments and
residential changes of farmers and ex-farmers.

Cold' Air Drying

Better ·a nd cheaper methods sought by SDSU ag
engineers in research with automatic controls.

Freight Car Supply ' f:'roblems

This second in a series on transport troubles
in South Dakota discusses freight car movement.

A Beef Industry Profile

Survey results on several thousand beef
operations provide unique view of top industry.

Soil Testing Calendar

Ag ric ultu ral Ex per imen t Sta ti on
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UN IVERSITY
Brookin g s, South Dak o ta 57006
Du a n e A cker, Direct or
Publication

A calendar formulated by SDSU Soil Testing Lab
is a guide for keeping your soils up-to-date.
•
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